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Introduction 
This paper seeks to examine the emerging refugee crisis faced by the European Union and its responses with particular 

reference to Germany's response. The refugee problem is a global phenomenon. The United Nations High Commission for Refugees 
(UNHCR) is the main governing body for refugees in the world. Europe also developed a unique kind of refugee regime, which is the 
Common European Asylum System (CEAS). The European states agreed to follow the rules in accordance with the CEAS, but in 
reality, they could not follow these due to their individual political compulsions, such as Hungary and other European states.  

 
Germany has been previously the epicenter to refugees and has accommodated many refugees. The burden-sharing and the 

quota system in Germany are very much successful. However, the increasing number of refugees, especially after the Syrian crisis, 
created anti-immigrant sentiments which has resulted in the rise of extreme nationalism and right-wing populism not only in Germany 
but also in various parts of Europe.   
 
The emergence of the Refugee problem in the European Union and the responses  

There is an intense refugee crisis at the global level. Many people are forced to leave and flee from their home in the hope of 
a safe and better place to live. Millions of people are displaced due to war and conflict, ”persecution due to reasons of race, religion, 
nationality, political opinion or membership in a particular social group” (1951 UN Convention, 1951: 11). Many of them remain 
internally displaced, while others are forced to cross their border or flee from their own country. When people flee from their own 
country, they seek asylum in other countries. 

 
The international refugee regime provides refugees with the right to asylum. Thus, they receive some legal protections and 

other kinds of assistance based on their ”well-founded fear of persecution” (UN Convention, 1951). Many of them still remain without 
asylum and forced to live in the camps without proper assistance.  
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Figure 1: Global Displacement of People  
Source: http://www.unhcr.org/uk/figures-at-a-glance.html accessed on 24 April 2019.  
Figure 1 shows the global level of displacement of the peoples. Around 65.6 million people are forced to leave their home for many 
reasons in 2016. The statistics show that, among those displaced people, 22.5 million are refugees and 10 million are stateless people. 
This shows that the refugee issue is an international problem of enormous proportions.  
 

The refugee problem, United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) and the development of the European 
Refugee regime (CEAS) can be traced back to the world wars that have displaced many peoples. After the end of the second world 
war, in order to create the formal and institutional basis to deal with the refugee issues, states came together and negotiated the 1951 
UN Convention for the status of refugees in Geneva on 28th July 1951. The basis for this Convention was the charter of the United 
Nations, article 14 of the Universal declaration of human rights-1948 and the principle that human beings shall enjoy fundamental 
rights and freedom without discrimination. The Convention recognises and provides the right to seek asylum from persecution in other 
countries. The Convention under article 1(2) defines refugees as ’a person that has and owing to well-founded fear of being persecuted 
for reasons of race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular social group or political opinion and is outside the country of his 
nationality ‘(1951 UN Convention, 1951: 11). The person has the unwillingness to return to their country for such fear and forced to 
migrate.   

 
In 1949, the United Nations General Assembly decided to establish the Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for 

Refugees (UNHCR). The UNHCR is the supervisory body for the protection of refugees. The United Nations High Commissioner for 
Refugees is in charge of dealing with and supervising International Conventions and the protection of the refugees. For this purpose, 
UNHCR cooperates with the states, which are hosting the refugees.  
 

UNHCR, also known as the UN refugee agency, deals with the refugee problems in the world. The UNHCR is the guardian 
and supervisor of the 1951 convention on the status of refugee. The primary responsibility of UNHCR is safeguarding the refugee 
convention. Though the immediate context of the evolution of international refugee regime had its root in Europe and due to the 
events of the Second World War, the UNHCR has the global responsibility to protect and supervise rights of the refugees. Article 3 of 
the 1951 Convention is about non-discrimination that is ”the contracting States shall apply the provisions of this Convention to 
refugees without discrimination as to race, religion or country of origin” (UN Refugee Convention, 1951: 13)1. Together the 1951 
refugee convention and the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) work for the protection and relief of the 
individuals whose basic human rights and fundamental freedom are being violated in their own country (Lavenex, 1999: 2).  

 
On the occasion of world refugee day 20 June 2017, the European Commission‘s Migration and Home Affairs made a joint 

statement:  
 

As we mark 60 years of European unity, let us not forget that only a few generations ago many of us in Europe 
were refugees too. With that same human desire to escape conflict and violence, but also to rebuild our lives, 
and seek a safer future in freedom. Today around the world more than 65 million people are forced to leave 
their homes due to conflicts and violence, natural disasters or the very real consequences of climate change. 
These are 65 million lives, 65 million different stories. And we support them within and beyond our borders. 
As the leading global aid donor, the EU is providing humanitarian assistance and long-term support to refugees 
and internally displaced people all over the world. We work closely with the UN High Commissioner for 
Refugees and international partners, and we are contributing to the development of the UN Global Compact on 
Refugees (European Commission - migration and home affairs: Joint Statement on World Refugee Day 2017).2 

 
This statement shows that Europeans have a clear understanding of the humanitarian aspects of the refugees' crisis. During 

the Cold War, problems such as internally displaced persons, refugees and stateless persons seemed acute in the third world or 
developing countries, but after the end of the cold war, the international humanitarian crisis became critical in western Europe too, 
particularly the recent refugee crisis in the European Union.  

 
The developments in the refugee regime in the European Union can be divided into two phases - during and after the end of 

Cold War. The first phase of the refugee regime during the cold war period was liberal, democratic and based on human rights due to 

                                                             
1 Article 3 of the1951 Geneva Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees, p. 13 
2European Commission‘s migration and home affairs, Joint Statement on World Refugee Day (Tuesday, 20 June, 2017) STATEMENT/17/1724, 
http://ec.europa.eu/home-affairs/news/joint- statement-world-refugee-day-2017_en 
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the interests of European integration. Due to a democratic environment in Europe, especially in western Europe, the migration and 
asylum policy had a more liberal orientation in the beginning. It was rooted in the belief of universal human rights and the universal 
declaration of human rights and freedom of movement. Thus, the European countries placed some provisions for liberal asylum laws 
in their national constitutions. Article 16-A of the German law is that asylum is granted to everyone who leave their home due to 
political persecution (political or religious beliefs or other personal characteristics that mark him or her as different). As a signatory of 
the 1951 Geneva Convention, it applied the Convention‘s definition of refugee into the German law as the German Asylum Act 
(Acosta, 2013: 184).  

 
Since 1999, the European Union is trying to create a Common European Asylum System to improve its refugee protection. 

The period between 1999 to 2005 saw some positive initiative by the European Union to harmonise the asylum system. In 2001, the 
”Temporary Protection Directive” was initiated for a common European response to the large refugee influx, especially those who 
cannot return to their home country and reunification for the refugee families. In 2004, asylum provisions which required the Council 
of the European Union to adopt measure on asylum in accordance to 1951 refugee convention on the status of refugees were adopted 
(European Commission‘s Migration and Home Affair; European Union, 2014)3. Thus, the EU States have committed to establishing a 
Common European Asylum System (CEAS) during the period of 2011–2014. Under the CEAS, the new rules were introduced, that 
included, setting common high standards and stronger co-operation for equally treatment of refugees. The European countries such as 
Hungary, Poland and Slovenia‘s response towards the refugees are not satisfactory with the provisions of the CEAS, as they are 
closing their borders for the outsiders. The border restrictions are against the idea of liberalising asylum policies under the CEAS.  

 
Since the Second World War, Europe has faced the refugee crisis, but it has become acute for the past few years due to the 

catastrophe in the Middle East, especially in Syria. Almost 1.3 million asylum-seekers arrived in 2015 (Connor, 2016)4, mostly on 
boats from Turkey, North Africa and Middle-East. Most of the refugees are from Syria due to the devastating collapse of their country. 
They are fleeing to the European countries in the hope of better lives. Though the European Union has responded to the refugee 
problem from the beginning, after the end of the cold war, the European Union‘s refugee response undermined the international norms 
for refugee protection. In the words of French Prime Minister Manuel Valls, the European Union‘s refugee response has not only 
undermined the international norms but ”the very idea of Europe” itself (Gibney, 2016)5. 

 
Further, the question of burden-sharing and the quota system, the United Nations General Secretary Ban Ki-Moon‘s message 

on the world refugee day, 20 June 2010, was that there is a clear troubling trend of the decline in the number of refugees who are able 
to go home. He said the ”refugees have been deprived of their homes, but they must not be deprived of their futures” (Ban Ki-Moon‘s 
message on the world refugee day, 20 June 2010).  

 
He reminds us of the importance of solidarity and burden-sharing by the international community. Refugees are in need of 

protection by the international community as a whole. During the period of 1990-2015, there is a decline in the numbers of the 
refugees who return to their home (Connor, 2016). Therefore, there is need to develop a burden sharing mechanism among the states 
for equally sharing the burden of the refugees. There are many international conventions and treaties to protect them such as UNHCR, 
1951 refugee convention and Common European Asylum System (CEAS).  

 
The burden of refugees is recently becoming increasingly unbalanced in the European Union as the Dublin regulation‘s 

provision prevents an asylum applicant from submitting applications in other countries. This increases the refugee numbers in the 
Mediterranean coastal countries such as Greece and Italy. The UNHCR called an expert meeting on the 60th anniversary of the 1951 
Convention in 2011 for strengthening cooperation on burden-sharing on the issue of refugees.  

 
The CEAS agreements on the burden-sharing norms present an uneasy fit with the global regime and stand to weaken it 

(Uçarer, 2006). The CEAS provides minimum standards and equal conditions of asylum for refugees across the region. The Dublin 
Regulation still has the provision of asylum responsibility on the first country of asylu, that is the unequal distribution of the refugees. 
This leaves the refugee under the condition where they cannot get even the minimum protection provided by the CEAS and European 
refugee laws. Greece, Hungary and Cyprus are the countries where refugees are living under intolerable conditions. The 1951 
Convention and the European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR) is fully recognised in Europe but the unequal distribution of the 
burden is critical to the working of the CEAS. This unequal distribution of refugees is not only problematic for individual states but 
also for the European Union as a whole. The cause of the unequal distribution of refugee is the free-riding problem and unwillingness 
                                                             
3 https://ec.europa.eu/home-affairs/what-we-do/policies/asylum_en 
4 Pew Research Center Report (2016) on Number of Refugees to Europe Surges to Record 1.3 Million in 2015, by Phillip Connor. Online accessed at 
http://www.pewglobal.org/2016/08/02/ number-of- refugees-to-europe-surges-to-record-1-3-million-in-2015/ 
5 Gibney, Matthew J. (2016), ”Europe‘s Refugee Response Undermines International Norms- and the EU” online accessed at 
http://www.worldpoliticsreview.com/articles/18138/europe-s- refugee-response- undermines-international-norms-and-the-eu 
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to accept burden by the member state (Thielemann, 2006: 7). The free-riding problem is that some of the EU countries ‘asylum 
protection does not match the minimum standard of CEAS. Their asylum support is not sufficient. The EU border countries, which are 
the nearest to Syria, Greece, Italy and Bulgaria, have large refugee intake. Germany has the most extensive humanitarian admission 
programme for refugees in Europe, and Sweden has the largest regular resettlement programme in Europe. While the European 
Commission reprimanded some countries for their failure in meeting the minimum standards, including Hungary, for erecting fences 
and punishing the refugees who cross its border without permission.  

 
In burden sharing, there are two important things. First is a broader definition of the ”burden.” The participant country‘s 

willingness to accept the refugee is not to be limited. In order to define the burden, this can be based on the country‘s financial support 
with their willingness to accept the refugees, not alone the willingness or unwillingness to accept the refugees. It is about the 
contribution that any country can support in terms of financial and humanitarian assistance. The second is that each member states 
play their part in equal measure. Some European countries are likely to accept more, while others are not likely to take the refugees. 
Hungary is unwilling and going to close its border. Germany is willing to accept the refugees but Germany alone (that is even more 
powerful to manage the crisis) is not capable of managing the crisis (Dennison, 2016). Thus, burden-sharing is the key to refugee 
protection. The refugee burden in the European Union refugee system is unequally distributed. EU countries are divided over the issue 
of burden-sharing of the refugees.  

 
This is a crucial problem in the European asylum system and refugee protection. The European Union‘s burden-sharing 

initiatives, which rely largely on policy harmonisation, do not achieve the Union‘s objectives in this area due to member states ‘
different interests, free-rider problem, and unwillingness to accept refugees by many countries.  
 
Representing the Refugee Crisis in Germany  

This section aims to focus on Germany’s response to the emerging refugee crisis in the European Union. Germany has been 
the epicentre of the refugees. Germany‘s responses between 2014-2016 are the relocation and resettlement plan, increasing 
cooperation and the refugee deal between the EU and Turkey. Germany is the only state left in the 28-member bloc that kept its 
borders open. German Chancellor Angela Merkel and her government had maintained this position despite fierce criticism from EU 
neighbours, German politicians and the German people. Germany has bucked the European trend, maintaining its open borders and 
welcoming approach toward refugees. There are various causes such as Merkel‘s open-door policy and the demographic boom. 
Merkel‘s policy faces strong resistance from the different political sections. Demographic boom means the unfavourable 
demographics and existing labour shortages played a vital role in welcoming refugees. Further, Germany has accepted the fairness of 
the quota system for distributing refugees among various countries.  

 
Along with the positive developments, there are some adverse developments, which took place in Germany. Reintroduction 

of border control along the German-Austrian border is one of them, which is limiting the number of asylum seekers. The deployment 
of the riot police to carry out internal border controls within Germany. Merkel‘s open-door policy has been the main criticism from the 
various political groups and that has caused the rise of the extreme right-wing not only in Germany but also in different parts of 
Europe.  
 
Identity portrait and the rise of right-wing nationalism 

This section focuses mainly on representations of the crisis concerning Germany with reference to the portrait of the refugee 
identity as criminals and terrorists within media narratives. While countries such as Israel and most of the Gulf states have uniformly 
turned away refugees, and others such as Hungary have answered with direct violence, Germany has responded with ambivalent 
hospitality that is uniquely nuanced and conditioned by memories of xenophobia and fascism.  

 
But contemporary anti-Muslim movements in Europe have increased, and people, including major political parties, have 

acted on such rhetoric. Anti-immigrant sentiment has coalesced with neoliberal policies ever since the mid-1990s, leading Germany to 
dismantle and defund many of its refugee reception centres, thus contributing to the experience of crisis (Fullerton 2001).  

 
These anti-Muslim sentiments caused by the criminal or terrorist portrait of refugees gave rise to the extremism and right-

wing populism in Europe as well as in Germany itself. This narrative has driven many young Europeans turning into the deadly 
ideology and the rise of right-wing populism. These young people are looking to belong, searching for a certain identity, for 
something to fill a vacuum that their society, community or family cannot offer. This ideology and its success is plaguing Europe and 
is a deadly internal weapon that is challenging the very core of European values.  
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Conflicts between Multiple Identities 
Over the course of the second world war, there has been a large influx of refugees to Europe, which directly impacted the 

composition of identity groups in Europe, further testing the European identity. With addition of many communities over the period of 
the 20th century, the very identity of Europe has been reduced to a one that is tenuous. The recent Syrian refugee crisis has added a 
new dimension to the European identity, opening up newer debates on the refugee policy. This has exacerbated the already existing 
debate on identity within. There has been a major influx of Muslim immigrants from Syria in Europe. There is a rising fear of identity 
crisis from the influx as it means a new strand added to the already existing week and tenuous European identity.  

 
The Western world has a rather secular approach to the process of entry of the refugees. From the beginning, Europe was 

welcoming towards refugees because of their demand of manpower in the form of labour. After the second world war, the number of 
refugees was also manageable. In recent years, the refugee crisis reached its climax as there are increasing Middle-Eastern refugees to 
Europe. The common thinking weighing on the minds of Europeans is that the Middle-Eastern Muslim refugees are a potential threat 
to security. The recent terror attack in Paris and Brussels and increasing number of refugees are also responsible for increasing threat 
perception and enhancing border control by the European countries. It made the operation of the European asylum system more 
difficult (Guild, 2003). The central European countries such as Hungary, Poland and Slovakia have been more rigid and favourable to 
the entry of the Christian refugees. This move is seen as an attack on the secular fabric of Western countries. In such a scenario, there 
is a need to redefine the European sense of ’self ‘and ’other‘, for a greater inclusive environment (Szabo, 2015).  

 
The huge ripples of refugees in recent times are testing this very core of European identity. The values of liberal democratic 

and human rights that formed the basis of the core European identity are being challenged by the sudden Syrian refugee influx. This 
identity crisis in Europe is being exacerbated by a number of other concurrent geo-political developments within Europe, such as rise 
in terrorist incidences (Charlie Hebdo, Paris attacks and Belgian attacks), Islamophobia, the economic slowdown in Europe and the 
tensions between the debtors and the creditors. The equilibrium is further disrupted by the reappearance of the right-wing sentiments 
of nationalism and ethnocentrism. There appears to be a correlation between refugee intake and the rise of right-wing parties in 
Europe, for example, the rise of the National Front in France led by Marine Le Pen and the far-right Alternative Party in Germany. As 
Ian Bremmer and Kupchan puts it, ”The identity crisis between an open Europe and closed Europe” (Bremmer and Kupchan, 2016: 6-
7) is likely to be one of the key concerns, which combined with other geopolitical concerns mentioned above ”will pose a fundamental 
challenge to the principles on which the European Union was found” (Bremmer and Kupchan, 2016: 6). The debate between open 
Europe and closed Europe are crucial to understanding the identity crisis facing Europe.  

 
In the context of the European identity concerns, Zakaria talks about the clash between European identity on the one hand 

and the national identity, such as German identity on the other. ”For the two generations after World War II, Europeans regarded 
themselves as European first, then national identity (German) came second. This migration crisis is bringing out a sense of national 
identity (German) first and European identity second” (Zakaria, 2016). He worries that ”the European experiment will not survive if 
every country privilege’s national identity (German) over European identity” (Zakaria,2016)6. According to Zakaria, the European 
identity was possible because of the ”social market” mechanism in which citizens could ”imagine” or identify themselves with others 
simply because of the logic of being ’alike. ‘However, Zakaria argues that an open immigration process can potentially break down 
the social market mechanism. In essence, the core of this problem is identity, which is different from earlier problems that Europe has 
faced.  
 
Conclusion 

Thus, Europe as a region has faced an emerging refugee crisis which has become worse by the Syrian situation, and to some 
extent, it responded to this crisis very well. But compared to the global refugee standards and its own standards set by the Common 
European Asylum System (CEAS), these responses are not enough. The responses by Germany has sufficiently succeeded but at the 
same time it developed some negative consequences such as the rise of extreme nationalism and the right-wing populism not only in 
Germany but also in various parts of Europe. This paper has argued that the increasing number of the refugees in Germany not only 
caused the failure of the burden sharing mechanism but also gave the rise of extreme nationalism and the right-wing populism. This 
has also altered the European identity itself.  
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